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Iphone hidden text app



Free downloadHide My Notes, SMS and Email is an app developed by Hongwen Yang. This allows users to hide notes, SMS messages and emails saved on their phone. It also allows users to encrypt and decrypt the message easily. *NO LONGER AVAILABLE*with in-app TextLock Protect text
messages is an app developed by Casey Kerr. This is designed to back up all your messages from your different messaging apps. Encrypted messages can be accessed with a passcode or a Touch ID feature.with in-app purchasesCalculator ++ is a multipurpose calculator app that helps you solve both
simple and complex problems. It has a standard and an engineer layout, so you can choose most of it that suits you. You can calculate percentages, square roots, powers, trigonometric features, and more.with in-app Messages Lock is an app designed to lock and hide your messages with fingerprints or
passwords. It also allows users to archive conversations and backup all chats. Encrypt.ed Text &amp; Chat Keep.erwith in-app purchasesVault is a privacy app that allows people to easily hide photos, SMS and videos. It is the perfect tool for those who want to maintain their privacy. In addition, it also
features cloud backup and data transfer.with in-app purchaseFingerprint Unlock Hide Message can make your conversations private with password or fingerprint. It can also back up your chat messages in messaging apps like WhatsApp and access them when you need with passwords only. with in-app
purchaseGo SMS Pro is a free subtitle scan app with 100+ millions of users. It comes with lots of themes and stickers, and supports dual sim usage. Did you know that 8 trillion text messages get sent every day all over the world? Not convinced yet? A text message clock on Simple Captions shows the
real-time number of text messages. It shows texts sent this day, this month, and this year. On a related note, an average adult spends a total of 23 hours a week texting. Interestingly, text messages used to be limited to 160 characters. This is based on an inference made from a study conducted in 1985.
Which shows that messages on postcards were almost less than 150 characters. But the internet is converting the classic way of text messaging into Instant Messaging (IM). Along with the emergence of various Instant Messaging apps nowadays, there are concerns. A primary issue for mobile phone
users is privacy. To keep the privacy when sending text messages, users would delete their messages or resort to text hiders. There are apps designed to help people hide or delete text messages. People have the right to privacy when it comes to text messages. In 2014, a statement from Washington's
Supreme Court was quoted in the article as the issue of privacy was present two related cases. It has been said that senders and recipients are free to exchange messages. Without fear of government or any interruption or intrusion. To educate us more, text messages include phone calls, sealed letters.
Like other traditional forms of communication. In the midst of all questions, an exciting question is about the future of SMS this 2018. Sms turns 25 in 2018. Experts say it can still serve us more than its purpose because of its fast and efficient nature. The quickest and easiest way for sms privacy is to hide
the notifications on your messages, in this way new messages coming through your phone will not light up your phone and display a warning. These alerts often show a preview of the messages directly on the lock screen for anyone near you to read private texts. How to hide alerts to new MessagesGo to
your iPhone SettingsFind NotificationsScroll down and find MessagesUnder the Section OptionsChange to Never (message will not appear on the lock screen) or When unlocked (more useful because you would likely actively use the phone)The text messages we send often reveal an inconvenient
amount of personal information about us. Still, the iPhone, at least in its standard configuration, does very little to keep our calls private. If you want to hide sensitive text messages on your iPhone, you need to venture into the Settings menu and, depending on how much privacy you desire, also download
a privacy-oriented text app from the App Store.So how can you hide texts on the iPhone? Follow along below, and we'll show you how, and also go over why it might be necessary. Why hide texts on iPhone? Not everyone with a reason to hide text messages is a criminal brain or a cheating partner.
Imagine someone's birthday is around the corner. You want to organize a big party for the person, and of course you want the party to be a surprise. Keeping everything secret is hard enough if you don't live with the person, but it can be downright impossible if you do. Something as simple as leaving
your smartphone if the display-up on the kitchen table can turn into a small disaster. A revealing text message popping on the screen when the birthday girl/girl sits at the table and the surprise is ruined. While everyone has only one birthday per year, being asked by a colleague, friend or child if it's okay
to borrow the phone is likely to happen to you much more often. You probably know what it's like to know that all your private photos, personal conversations, and potentially embarrassing apps are just a few taps and swipe away from being discovered. And what if you leave your phone somewhere and
someone you don't know—or maybe even don't get along with—gets hold of it? But at the end of the day, you don't need any reason to protect your privacy by hiding sensitive text messages. If it makes you feel better to keep personal information hidden, keep reading this article to find out how you can
hide text messages on your iPhone.Texting privacy has gotten better... At least on the latest versions of iOS (at least iOS 11 and up), sms privacy has gotten much better. Now, you will receive a text message preview, but it can not be seen until you unlock the phone, whether by ID or Touch ID.Instead,
your preview comes up on your phone like Text Message or iMessage,Instead of actually showing you the content of the message. That said, there are still a few things you can do to keep text messages hidden in other ways. Turn off Lock Screen Message PreviewWhich Apple wants to make your life
easier, they've made it so that a pop-up window appears on the lock screen every time you receive a text message, displays an excerpt and lets you send a quick response by swiping left on the statement. Despite how obviously convenient this feature is, it represents a huge privacy risk. Fortunately, you
can easily disable it from the Settings menu:Open the Settings app and go to Notifications, and then Click Messages.Scroll down to look for the Include section. The Include section contains the Show Preview option. By default, this option is enabled. Click it to turn it off. Ask someone to send a text
message, lock your iPhone, and make sure the text message preview feature is disabled. If you ever decide to turn it back on, all you have to do is turn on the Show Preview option. And as we mentioned earlier, if you're running iOS 11 or up, this feature will actually be enabled by default now. Turn off
Lock Screen Message Notification The caption preview is a good first step, but you can protect your privacy even more by disabling the sms notification altogether:Open the Settings app and go to Messages, and then Click Messages.Locate the Show on Lock Screen option and click it to turn it off. While
you're at it, you might want to disable the Badge App Icon option as well. If the For Program icon option is turned off, the small tag that shows the number of unread text messages from the Messages app icon is removed. Hide text messages inside the Messages App with HiddenConvosApple does not
provide a native option to hide text messages inside the messaging app. However, there is a useful Cydia tweak called HiddenConvos, which allows you to hide all calls in the messages app with a simple swipe and tap. If you have a Jailbroken iPhone, you can simply launch Cydia and install the
HiddenConvos tweak. With tweak installed, open Messages and swipe left on any conversation you want. A new Hide button will appear next to the Delete button. Tap it to delete the conversation without deleting it. To bring it out, just tap Edit and then Bring Out All.Other Apps to hide text messagesWe
understand that not everyone has a Jailbroken iPhone. As convenient as simple Cydia tweaks like HiddenConvos are, you can improve your privacy even with regular apps from the App Store.1. CoverMeCoverMe is a complete privacy solution that includes private texting and calling protected by military-
grade encryption algorithms, private file sharing, messages, and a feature called Private Vault, which is essentially an impenetrable vault for your personal documents, files, and data. CoverMe additionally features features access control settings that can help you protect your phone from intruders and
thieves. The app is available for free, but most features require an in-app purchase to be unlocked, and some cost a certain amount of credits, which are also available as an in-app purchase.2. iDiscreteiDiscrete is one of the most fully featured privacy apps in the App Store. Essentially, iDiscrete is a
secure storage box where you can place all the content that you want to keep private. This can include everything from videos to pictures to texts. What separates iDiscrete from other similar applications is its patented Touch Sequence Protection security mechanism. When an unauthorized person opens
the app, a fake loading screen appears. Only the device owner knows that the app is actually waiting for a password, which can be entered by tapping in the correct locations.3. Wickr MeWickr Me is an end-to-end encrypted collaboration platform for teams and businesses. It allows you to safely delete all
messages, videos, and images from your device, send self-destruct messages, remove metadata from multimedia content, send encrypted messages to other Wickr Me users, and create groups of up to 10 team members for easy and highly secure team collaboration. Apps to hide text messages
VerdictAs you can see, there are a lot of excellent ways that you can hide your text messages. If you need to hide text messages in the text message app, one of the three apps above is the way to go. However, if you just want to hide that text message snippet that pops up on your notification window,
that is easily disabled. And as we mentioned, some iOS versions — iOS 11 and up — also have it turned on by default. Default.
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